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 The Fraser River Panel (Panel) of the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) has completed the management 
plan for 2006 Fraser River sockeye salmon fisheries in Panel Area waters.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) 
provided forecasts of Fraser River sockeye salmon abundance to the Panel, as well as a schedule for calculating 
sockeye spawning escapement targets at different run sizes.  The Panel developed fishery plans for Fraser River 
sockeye at the 50% probability level forecast of abundance (17,357,000 fish). Abundance-timing curve 
projections for Fraser River sockeye salmon migrating through Juan de Fuca Strait (Area 20) are shown below.  
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 The 50% probability level forecasts for Fraser River sockeye runs in 2006 are provided below. Early Stuart 
and Early Summer-run sockeye are forecast to return at abundances of 84,000 fish, and 1,303,000 fish, 
respectively. A low total return in 2002 resulting from poor egg-to-fry survival of the 1998 brood, and en route 
losses associated with high Fraser River flows in their brood year (2002), contributed to the low expected return 
of Early Stuart sockeye. Summer-run sockeye stocks are forecast to return at an abundance of 7,158,000 fish 
with most of the production expected to come from the Quesnel and Chilko stock groups (4,613,000 and 
1,689,000 fish, respectively). This is the dominant cycle year for Late Shuswap sockeye (which includes the 
Adams River) and Late-run sockeye are forecast to return at an abundance of 8,812,000 fish. This strong 
forecast return is due in part to the low in-river mortality that they experienced and the large spawning 



 

escapement of some Late-run stocks in the brood year. Late Shuswap sockeye are expected to comprise a high 
fraction of the Late-run return (7,725,000 fish); while Weaver and Birkenhead sockeye are forecast to return at 
abundances of 411,000 and 433,000 fish, respectively. Cultus sockeye are forecast to return at a level of 5,800 
fish.  
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 There is high uncertainty in the forecast of the total run size of Fraser sockeye this season since most (71%) 

 The problem of early entry of Late-run sockeye stocks has continued every year since 1995 and has 

Research is continuing on identifying the cause(s) of the early entry behavior of Late-run sockeye. 

Commercial fisheries in Panel Areas directed at Summer-run sockeye will likely be concentrated 

 he present forecast of the proportion of Fraser River sockeye salmon that will divert through 

of the production is dependent on the return of just two stock groups; Quesnel and Late Shuswap. The forecast 
for Quesnel sockeye is particularly uncertain, in part because the fry from the 2002 brood year had a much 
smaller body size than average, which may result in low marine survival. 

resulted in significant in-river mortality during this period. Management actions taken to compensate for 
this mortality have substantially reduced harvest opportunities on these Late-run stocks as well as co-
migrating Summer-run sockeye. Therefore, the Panel developed the 2006 management plan assuming that 
this abnormal upstream migratory behavior and associated in-river mortality will continue. However, 
based on the relative strength of the forecast Late-run return in 2006, the Panel has adopted a flexible 
approach to Late-run sockeye management wherein their escapement target will vary with in-season 
estimates of abundance and upstream migration behavior. Additional management actions may be taken 
by Canada to protect Cultus and Sakinaw sockeye. 
 
 
The PSC, in conjunction with DFO, universities, and LGL Ltd., is conducting two coordinated tagging 
studies on migrating Fraser River sockeye from July-November 2006. Approximately 700 radio 
transmitters and 450 acoustic transmitters will be applied to sockeye in marine areas to assess the 
migration behaviour and survival of Late-run sockeye stocks. An additional 400 radio transmitters will be 
applied in the Lower Fraser River to assess losses between Mission and the spawning grounds. Study fish 
will be evident by a hole-punched adipose fin, and, a blue external tag near the dorsal fin. Fish with radio 
transmitters will also have a thin wire antenna protruding from their mouth. Fishers that catch a tagged or 
adipose-punched sockeye in an open fishery and choose to keep it, are requested to please remove the 
external tag and internal transmitter and contact LGL immediately at toll free in Canada or the U.S.: 1-
866-221-3444. Individuals returning transmitters to LGL along with information on time and place of 
capture will be sent the complete tracking history of the fish and their name will be entered into a $1000 
lottery once for each transmitter returned. The information obtained through the cooperation of fishers 
returning these tags will directly contribute to improved management and conservation of Fraser River 
sockeye. 
 
 
from late July through August in response to harvest constraints on Early Summer-run and Late-run 
sockeye. Based on the assumptions that Early Summer-run and Summer-run sockeye salmon are returning 
at approximately the 50% probability level forecast abundances and the runs arrive at near normal dates, 
the first fisheries in Panel Area waters would be expected to commence during the week of July 23 to 29. 
Commercial fishery openings in Panel Area waters in 2006 will be adjusted as required based on in-
season estimates of abundance and timing of sockeye, and on the corresponding spawning escapement 
needs for each stock group. Conservation concerns for other species and stocks identified by Canada and 
the United States will be taken into account throughout the 2006 management season. 
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Johnstone Strait in 2006 is 52%. The forecast 50% cumulative migration timing of Early Stuart and 
Chilko (and Summer-run sockeye in aggregate) sockeye through Area 20 are July 3 and August 9, 
respectively. Environmental data collected in the Fraser River watershed through DFO’s Environmental 
Watch program, will be included in weekly in- season news releases from the PSC. 
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During the last two weeks of May, there were six days of record or near-record high temperatures 

 Sockeye have begun entering the marine and Fraser River assessment areas, however it is too early to 

 Test fishing in Panel Area waters began on June 20 in Canadian Area 20 and in Area 29 (Fraser River 

 
through portions of the Fraser watershed, which resulted in snow-melt rates that were well above normal. 
Several of the snow-water indexes in the Fraser River watershed to June 1 are now far below average: the 
upper Fraser and Nechako were 30% and 61% of normal, respectively, while the middle and lower Fraser 
were 53% and 84% of normal, respectively. Snow-water indices in the north and south Thompson 
watersheds were 81% and 86% of normal, respectively. The relatively low snow pack remaining 
throughout much of the Fraser watershed increases the likelihood that some Fraser sockeye may 
encounter adverse migratory conditions this season. Fraser River discharge levels and water temperatures 
will be monitored closely this summer to determine specific management actions that are required during 
the in-river migratory period to help achieve spawning escapement goals for Early Stuart, Early Summer-
run and Summer-run sockeye. River entry timing for Late-run stocks will also be monitored, and 
management adjustments will be adopted by the Panel as necessary to increase the likelihood that desired 
numbers of Late-run fish will reach the spawning grounds. 

 

provide an update on the strength of the Early Stuart sockeye migration. Migration conditions for sockeye 
entering the Fraser River are presently satisfactory. The discharge of the Fraser River at Hope on June 29 
was 4,650 cms, which is approximately 30% lower than normal for this date. The water temperature of 
the Fraser River at Qualark Creek on June 29 was 16.9 0 C, which is over 20 C warmer than average for 
this date. 

 

at Whonnock).  The Pacific Salmon Commission reports daily test fishing catches of sockeye salmon on 
its recorded message at (604) 666-8200 and on the internet at: http://www.psc.org/info_testfishing.htm. In 
addition, Fraser River Panel news releases, fishery regulations, sockeye escapement data, and stock status 
reports will be available on this website. 
 
 United States fishing schedules during the season will be available for Treaty Indian fisheries through 

As in recent years, assessment fisheries will be conducted with the long-term goal of improving the 

All commercial fisheries in Panel Area waters remain closed to fishing at this time.  

 he next in-season meeting of the Panel is scheduled to occur via teleconference on July 7. Periodic 

the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission at 1-800-562-6142.  Non-Indian fishing schedules will be 
available through the National Marine Fisheries Service’s Hotline in Seattle at 1-888-858-9319.  
Canadian commercial fishing regulations will be announced on the Fisheries and Oceans Canada recorded 
message at 604-666-2828 (from the lower B.C. mainland), and toll free from outside the lower B.C. 
mainland at 1-866-431-3474, and via fishery notices. Consult the appropriate regulatory agency regarding 
fisheries regulations pertaining to species other than sockeye and pink salmon in the Fraser River Panel 
Management Area. 
 
 
accuracy of in-season Fraser River sockeye run-size estimates. The Fraser sockeye assessment fisheries 
that are planned in 2006 include: Canadian Area B purse seine assessment fishery in Areas 12 and 20; 
Canadian Area D gillnet assessment fishery in Area 12; Canadian Area E gillnet assessment fishery in the 
Fraser River in Areas 29-9 and 29-17; Canadian First Nations’ FSC (Food Social and Ceremonial) purse 
seine assessment fishery in Areas 12, and 13; and the United States reefnet assessment fishery in Area 7. 
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news releases in this series will be provided by the Panel through the Commission to inform those 
interested in the progress of the Fraser River sockeye salmon runs. 
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